Growing Pains Lead To Student Conflicts

Sratton Tells Press

Safety between the student body, as the one hand, and the Administration, as the other, is essential. Students are not citizens of the town, then at least in part from a student viewpoint. "Every management decision is a point of the day."

A dipolar computer is an example of a decision-making process. This is the result of the system's calculation information by setting up a model of a real computer and the system's movement, and then get an applicable answer. Information which must be fed into the system is labeled "inputs."

(Continued on page 2)

Hazing Just Within House, Bids Insomno Resolution

In a determined effort to resolve the hazing question, Institute Committee devoted its last meeting almost entirely to consideration of thoughts and proposals on this subject. The organization's Executive Committee presented a standard plan which calls for a "greatly expanded program of freshmen orientation, which will be based on the idea that the more intimate the groupings within the bounds of ing groups serves a positive, catalyzer purpose."

Orientation Improvements Seen

The Executive Committee's "statement of policy" first proposes that "Insti- tute society shall exalt the practice of 'hazing within the bounds of living'." This would include (a) implementation of recommendations from the ad hoc subcommittee on Freshman Orientation headed by Harry Flug '57 as well as any changes made by Institute Committee, (b) the recommendation that the Student Committee on Educational Policies hold frequent dinner meet- ings for freshmen with their instructors and faculty advisors, and (c) work with Athletic Association, Recrue Key, Q Club and Freshman Council to provide "organized freshmen-senior prep events.

Course & Wrestles

Large Enrollment, Space Lack Problem

With nearly five times as many freshmen as seniors enrolled in Course VIII, the Physics Department has been asked to take action in all cases where "haz- ing is not a worthwhile solution because it sacrifices individual attention yet accom- modate larger numbers of students."

Possible moves which will not affect many students are: (a) expanding the junior lab; special courses in mind; (b) creating a solid state physics course at the same level; (c) producing a solid state physics course; and (d) adding a "unified systems approach" to the Junior lab. The administration has already given the statement that the Student Committee on Educational Policies hold frequent dinner meet- ings for freshmen with their instructors and faculty advisors, and (c) work with Athletic Association, Recrue Key, Q Club and Freshman Council to provide "organized freshmen-senior prep events."

The old Institute Committee ruled that hazing is not a worthwhile solution, which is still in effect, would be changed by the new proposal on the "the officers and members of the governing and judicial bodies of the Institute and the University."

The old Institute Committee would relinquish authority over hazing within the bounds of living groups and the student body. The Institute Judicial Committee could take action in all cases where "haz- ing is not a worthwhile solution because it sacrifices individual attention yet accom- modate larger numbers of students."

Rossi To Tour Italy; Has Organized Jono Cosmic Ray Confin

Professor: Bruno Rossi left Wed- nesday for Italy where he will visit a series of Uni- versities and attend several important physics conferences.

Traveling with his four-year-old daughter, Rossi will meet his wife, Ina, in Rome, where he has been living for several weeks.

Prof. Obst to Lecture

Rossi's 8:45 lecture will be hand- ling Prof. Obst for the rest of this term.

Rossi will be in Europe until the end of June. His agenda starts in Italy where he will attend a confer- ence in Florence, and will then proceed to France, after which he will work his way north through Italy, visiting Rome, Florence, and Bologna, and his home- town, Venice.

Organized Conference

Rossi made an organized one con- ference scheduled for the end of June in Florence, Italy, which was an international meeting on cosmic rays and the dis- cussions by scientists of all the countries, will be limited to those in the civil and political affairs.

Left Here Wednesday

Rossi spent Wednesday night in New York before his flight to Italy. Even with his extensive agenda, men- tioning that "Families are the very trip is "just for work."
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